
3rd Statement on Gary Kersten (1) 

The discussions or discussion mentioned in My 25 July 1975 statement about Gary Kersten probably took place in 1962, but — I am not sure, 
a Another subject Gary discussed briefly, significantly ehough, ‘was’ New Orleans DA Jim Garrison, At the time of this discussion i admired Garrison and we argued, Gdry seemed to have a cheerful dislike for Garrison which, as with most of his dislikes, didntt even pretend to have much of a rational basis, (As an Ayn Rand type I was very much against any kind of irrationality, real or projected, in those days.) He finally said that the main reason he did not like Garrison was Ehat "he wears a vest," He said also that he had told this to a man at the brewery where he worked who. was a Garrison supporter and that the man had thought it wag very funny. Sometimes tt was difficult to tell when Gary was joking, § conversation took place during the same period of time that the others at his home took place, I think, — ,. Bimally, Gary quit work at Busch, He said there was one guy in particular he did not like there, and that when he decided to quit he walked up behind the fellow and kicked him in the back of the head, then went and turned in his resignation, The way he decribed Lt, Lt sounded physically impossible, | | I don't remember when it was that Gary made this next: remari: to me, but I'm pretty sure we were in the French Quarter, perhaps at Slim's or walking the streets nearby. He said he liked having a house which was out in the country because there were no neighbors around to hear screaming. He said this with a delighted, evil smile. I sure as hell hoped he was joking, but really didntt want to find out. That remark really freaked me out, so I think it must have occurred sometime after the other discussions (already mentioned ) because I wasn't feeling especially freaked out about Gary when Slim and I were out there at the house, Gary enjoyed cultivating an image of himself as an evil, antisocial person «~ a burglar, a Nazi and Cin that one incidence). Possibly a sadist, Slim also used to joke about how evil Gary was, but -~ except for the one scary moment mentioned in this paragraph -~ I just interpreted it as a lot of silly talk, 

L think I made some effort to aquaint Gary with Carlos Gastillo a friend of mine who owned a Mexican restaurant in the Quarter and who had traditionalist rightist political views. But I think Gary said he didn't like Carlos because Carlos was a Mexican. I'm not sure about this, It is very vague, Slim and Gary and I probably went to Castillo's for a meal once or something like that and I probably told them they should get to Imow one another, I don't seem to have any other memories about Gary during the period from 1961 to 1963 except one, Jessica was Late on her period one month and thought she was pregnant. Slim said Gary knew where we could get some abortion pills without a prescription, So Slim and Gary and I got together somehow, bit Gary did not get te the point, and this puzzled me. He seemed to be toying with my dependence on him. We spent a long time together, and finally drove to a remote spot out in the country where, after we got out of the car and walked over to a Spot under a tree, Gary told me the name of a drug store where I could buy these pills from a dishonest drugeist who also "sold paragoric to Little kids." I decided against the pills 
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because Gary went into great detail about how they worked by poisoning the woman's System so as to cause it to reject the fetus, and it sounded very dangerous, I couldn't understand why Gary took me all the way out in the boondocks to tell me this, but didn't ask ~~ just assumed he was very paranoid about 
Instead of getting the pills I got some Hershey's “Mg" style Candies, put them in a Katz & Bestoff credit envelope, and took 

to an arbitrary schedule, hoping the placebo effect WHSH would cause her to menstruate, since I suspected the whole thing might be psychological anyhow, This worked, Afterwards I told Jessica what I had done, She was amused, 
. This happened during the period I was living on Napoleon Avenue and I think it was summer, I don't know whether it took place before or after the other discussions, : 

The next time I say Gary was around autumm of 1964 after I had testified before the Warren Commission and when I was on my way from Arlington, Virginia Chere, as Garrison charged, I had Lived for a year after the assassination), to the Freedom School in, Colorado, TI stopped over for a fey days as I recall, One of the things I learned was that Ola Holcomb had shot her~ 
revolver a couple of weeks earlier, When TI asked about the motive 
Someone told me she was upset over some man she was in love with, 
L also remember hearing that Olats mother, with whon she was living 
an the Quarter, had discovered the body, Ola and I had been very, very close for awhile in 1961. She was 
my first convert to Ayn Rand in the French Quarter, She was a very 
strong person and also very considerate of others and seemed to 
have great love for her mother, who moved down from Mississippi - 

i was shocked and surprised, In the summer of 1961, I'm pretty sure, was when Ola and Gary 
began going together, I believe they Lived together for awhile, though not professionally, and had a ground-floor apartment in 
1961 in the Quarter, with one of his paintings «= of 4 stripper -~. 
on display, T£f he and Ola lived together it was here. I also 
recall Gary mentioning a couple of tiines that an art critic once to count the stones in’ the cobble~stone street, so concrete was the 
style. Gary asked me if I didntt think that was unfair of the 

During my 1964 visit L persuaded the manager of the Quorim 
coffee house on Esplanade to allow me to give a Lecture there one which was to Say the more Libertarian of Goldwater's supporters, 
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Slim and Gary were both there. Gary was in his usual good 
spirits and did not seem at all upset over OLa's recent death. 

I most vividly recall him sitting out on the Patio behind 
the coffee house after the lecture was over, Slim and I were— 
standing there and whenever anyone I didn't know walked by Slim would introduce me to them, saying: “This is Kerry -= he knew 
Oswald." This somewhat embarrassed me the two er three times that it happened, so each time I said: “Yeah, I masterminded | the Kennedy assassination -~ how do you do?" and shook hands. 4t this time there was little doubt in my mind that Oswald had acted alone, so it seemed like a harnless, if tasteless, 
joke, : 

Well Gary just sat there in the shadows Looking at me and smiling the most incredibly smug smile imavinable, He said very little that night, if anything besides the custemary greetings ~= but he just kept Looking at me and smiling, 4nd, stupid ass that I am, it never even crossed my tind that he might have had anything whatever to do with J?K's murder. Even in light of our previously mentioned discussions on the subject, the thought never even crossed my mind, It never occurred to me that he might have the power to do such a thing. 

Slim was the first person that I became aquainted with upon arriving in New Orleans in 1961, Later I WLLL put together a more complete statement on Slim, But for now I just want to say that I met him at the Foster Awning Company shortly after going to work there as a telephone solicitor, (Greg Hill, who went to New Orleans with me, brought home a friend from his first job named Ray Allen ~~ and since Greg got work before I did, i met Ray before meeting Slim, but in the beginning Slim was more my friend and Ray was more Greg's friend, Slin really took + me under his wing and showed me around the French Quarter, ) 
Now, when I went to New Orleans in 1968 in answer to Garrison's subpoena, Slim was again the first person I encountered, I was walking the streets of the Quarter looking for familiar Laces and Slim crossed at a corner up ahead of me, so that I could not possibly miss him. TI yelled out to him and we joined compahy and walked along the street together, He said to me at one point during our conversation: “Look, you don't plan to mention brother-in-law to Jim Garrison, do you?" Since Gary still did not seem at all relevant to anything that was happening, and since I certainly wasntt into stirring up Garrison's paranoia about me any further by bringing up each and every time I had bullshitted about assassinating JPK with Someone, I assured Slim that I didn't plan to mention Gary —-~ but also wondered #28. why he should ask, Slim said sonething to this effect: "Because for awhile times were really hard and brother-in-law and I went out and did some midnight shopping. Butch the burglar style, and one time 3 wht. Bor 1. 

: : ’ . we got caught, 
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on somebody did us a favor by stealing our police records from the files before our case got into court. So if you mention Gary to Garrison that might provoke some unwelcome memories, and some questions like what happened to the records," Once again, all I lmew for sure about Gary now was that he was a petty burglar and that for one weekend he had somehow managed to borrow Carlos Marcelle's car, I still did not know much about Marcello and had not read near enough about the assassination to know that Marcello's name keeps popping up again and again in relation to it, Finally, I had no idea 4. until after I testified before Garrison's Grand Jury -- that Marcello and the CIA had been working together in anti-Castro activities in louisiana just previous to the John Kennedy killing. So I didntt mention Gary to Jim Garrison, but would have if L had been questioned about’ something that related to him, £ did mention Slim, however, because Garrison was very interested in the period immediately following my arrival in New Orleans . in February of 1961 (the day after Mardi Gras), Garrison Fired all kinds of names at me for identification, some of them over and over, ,but Gary Kerstents was not among them, 

Li did not become really suspicious of Gary until 1973, when the Watergate revelations began making it clear that there is some kind of alliance between the Mafia, the CIA, Big Business 

out why there were so many coincidences Linking me to the JFK assassination. and hew and by whom I had been framed (as I'm sure I was) in New Orleans in 1968, 

The appearance of the so-called Mystery Tramp photoes in THE YIeSTAR TIMES Last summer and an article called "Gowboys vs, Yankees" in the Great Sbeckled Bird (which conceptualized the _ above described alliance as the “Southern Rim of the ruling class) focused my suspicions more on Gary, but I still had some alternative theories which T couldn't disregard, Moreover, there being no official investigation, there was nothing I could do about my suspicions, but-harber_theme __ 

i believe it was on October 16th of 1974 that Joe Cooper, an €x-cop investigating the J#K assassination in Louisiana, was murdered in a suicide set-up similar to Ola's alleged suicide, 

prominent Louisiana underworld figure in the assassination, The article on this matter did not say, but I assumed the underworld figure in question was Garlos Marcello. I have also Tis suspected PSM the Office of Naval. Intelligence of having something te do with the assassination, for reasons which pertain in part to my "subversive" attitudes during the last year I was on active duty in the Marine Gorps, Oswald's real or posed Marxism, and Fred Korth'ts position as Secretary of the Navy under JFK ~~ Korth being a Texan who was very close to lyndon Johnson, 
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There were other possible theories of my umritting involvement 
which did not include Gary, however, and I was hard put to separate 
the irrelevant from the relevant, the paranoia from the persecution, 

During the past several months I have been sure that I was very 
close to figuring it out, and I have also been very fearful that 
the CIA or someone would find out just how far I had narrowed down 
my List of suspects and theories, 

Some months ago I all but button-holed Reber Boult and got him to listen to my raving and rambling’ for three or four hours, Among other matters which still may (or may not) be relevant, I mentioned the most pertinent aspects of my dealings with Gary Kersten ~~ the “assassination talk" and his alleged connections with Marcello, 

Last week Reber asked me if I had been following the Watson 
case in the papers, which I had not, although I had learned some things about it, all of which were very general, from Mike 
Raufaut., He then told me that Watson was mentioning some of the same people connected with Marcello that I was, or that Watson was also mentioning people connected with Marcello, I 
forget which, Anyhow, I checked the papers soon thereafter and read about the man Qimidentified) who boasted that he would kill Martin Luther King just as he had killed John ¥, Kennedy and set up some “jailbird™ to take the rap, That had to be Gary Lt seems ‘to me -- "jailbird"™ is one of his special words. : | Shortly after my discussions with Reber of some months azo (perhaps he will recall the exact date) I furiously scribbled out brief commentaries on all the people I suspected as having | POSBARGER been involved in my life and also in the JFK murder ri and stashed them where they would be found eventually in case . of my death, I fave this material to Reber Last week, with a few Last-minute notes appended, | 

Sinally, Last Saturday there was that unearthly event at the Gelestial Mansion (described elsewhere), during which I was asked Lf Kenner, Louisiana, meant anything to me, , 
_ There is now precious little doubt in my mind that Gary was wittingly and centrally involved in the JEK assassination and that he is the man Watson is talking about who used the word tk j ailbird," a 

| 6eone 
27 July 1975 \ yer \ | : 

KERRY THOR NESY 

i am willing to take any sort of lie detector examination regarding 
these statements. I am also eager to expand on them by answering 
any questions anyone may have about points which seen obscure, 

yo 


